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Brief History

Eugene Fodor was a keen traveler, who was the founder of Fodor. He felt that the
guidebook of this time is boring so he wrote “on the Continent—The Entertaining
Travel Annual” which was published in 1936 by Francis Aldor, Aldor Publications,
London. This book was updated yearly. The book was in a success in England and

United States. Fodor's Modern Guides, Inc. was founded in 1949 in Paris, France
and David McKay Company began publishing the books a year later. David McKay
was sold to Random House in 1986. In 1996, Fodor's launched a travel-related
website fodors.com, which was nominated for a Webby Award in 2004.

Scope and Coverage

Fodor’s Travel has been a trusted resource offering expert travel advice and tips for
every stage of a traveler’s trip. It covers 7500 worldwide destinations. With the
description of tourist place, hotels, this guide-book provides road map, latest news
and features, reviews, information on airline, local people and culture etc. Some
categories are mentioned below which are added with this site:
Categories

















Kind of Information

Airlines
Arts & Culture
Beaches
Cruises
Deals
Festivals & Events
Hotels
News
Photos
Restaurants
Rewards Programs
Shopping
Spas
Travel Tips
Trip Ideas
Wine & Cocktails etc.

Destination option in Fodor’s travel provides the description of tourist place, hotels.
It also gives information on restaurant, sight, shopping, amusement and nightlife,
performing art and culture. Each entry on tourist place links to list of restaurant,
hotels, sights, shopping, night life and performing art.
For booking, restaurant can be find out through this site. Restaurants are mentioned
in two ways i.e
 Fodor’s choice restaurant (arranged alphabetically)
 All restaurant (arranged alphabetically)
Like restaurants, hotels, sights, shop, bar and nightclub, festivals etc are arranged.

Description on stateroom, amenities, accessibility, onboard activities with photos of
cruises is mentioned in this site. News & Features contain news on upcoming
activities, airline news, festivals and events etc. The store option provides new
releases guidebooks and that is linked with Amazon.com in this site. Forum/talk page
includes reviews and advice of different guide trips. Ideas or plan on road trips are
provided also.

Special Features

 Timeline of activities of Eugene Fodor are focused in Home page.
 Links to Amazon.com to purchase guidebook.
 Popular searches are mentioned under the search option.

Arrangement Pattern

No specific arrangement is there. But under every tourist place (destination), hotels,
restaurants, sights, shops are arranged alphabetically.

Remarks

This is one of the important tools for tourist guide and travel information which is
helpful for people to plan the tour in a systematic way. It also provides the name of
hotels at different ranges.

Comparable Tools

Date of Access

 Lonely Planet (http://www.lonelyplanet.in/)
 World Travel Guide ( http://www.worldtravelguide.net/)
 Let’s Go ( http://www.letsgo.com/)
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